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Abstract 

Numerous studies have shown that number word learning is a 
protracted process. One challenge facing children learning the 
meaning of number word such as “one”, “two”, or “three” is 
that number words refer to a property of a set and not to 
individual objects. In this study, we focused on a sample of 
children who have not learned the meaning of small number 
words such as “two” and “three” and tested whether children 
could learn number words from examples of sets that help them 
focus on set size. Specifically, the experimental training 
condition included examples that highlight a common 
relational structure between sets through varying object 
properties in the sets (e.g., three yellow stars and three red 
hearts are both “three”), whereas  the control condition did not 
vary object properties(e.g., two sets of three yellow stars with 
different spatial arrangement). We trained two- and three-
knowers (N = 65) on the next number (i.e., three or four) and 
assessed their learning with a Two-Alternative-Forced-Choice 
task and Give-a-Number task. Overall, we found weak effects 
of training. We discuss our findings in the broader literature on 
number word learning and explore the possibility of analogical 
reasoning as a mechanism of number word learning.  

Keywords: number word, subset-knowers, concept learning; 
training study; analogical reasoning 

Introduction 

 

One challenge in learning the meaning of number words is 

that number words refer to a property of a set (Bloom & 

Wynn, 1997; Merkley, Scerif & Ansari, 2017; Slusser & 

Sarnecka, 2011; Sullivan & Barner, 2011). Three blue pencils 

and three red chairs look nothing alike, yet these sets can both 

be labelled as “three”. 

To learn the meaning of number words, children thus have 

to attend to set size and ignore properties of individual objects 

such as shape or colour. Previous studies show that children 

may struggle with this. For example, when they see multiple 

sets of objects, they tend to pay more attention to object 

properties than the relational structure between sets (Christie 

& Gentner, 2010; Christie, Gentner, Call & Haun, 2016, Mix, 

2008). For example, when asked to find the best match for a 

set of two yellow stars, most children would pick a set 

depicting stars or shapes that are yellow over a set depicting 

two objects. These results show that young children prefer to 

focus on individual object properties and not set size (Chan 

& Mazzocco, 2017; Mazzocco et al., 2020, Mix, 2008, Mix, 

1999). 

This preference for attending to individual object 

properties rather than to properties of setsmay explain why 

number word learning has been shown to be protracted. 

Compared to words for objects such as “ball” or words for 

properties of objects such as “red”, children begin learning 

the meaning of number words (e.g., “one”, “two”, five”) later. 

They begin to produce number words at around age 2, but 

they do not attach meaning to them. Initially, the count 

sequence is a meaningless string of words. Numerous studies 

have now shown that children from middle-income families 

in industrialized countries take 1 to 3 years to learn the 

meaning of number words. (e.g., Wynn, 1990, 1992; see 

Sarnecka, 2015 for review). These studies also show that the 

first few number words – “one”, “two”, “three”, and “four” – 

are learned in sequence, one after another. And only after 

learning “four” do children appear to understand how 

counting represents number (e.g., Condry & Spelke, 2008; Le 

Corre et al., 2006; Wynn, 1990, 1992, among others). 

Children who know the meaning of the first few number 

words are called “N-knowers”, where N refers to the number 

word that the child has acquired Collectively, N-knowers are 

termed subset-knowers, because they only know a subset of 

number word meanings. An N-knower can reliably generate 

sets denoted by the first few number words (“one” through 

“four”) but fails to understand numbers higher than “four”. 

For example, when asked to generate sets of objects, a two-

knower can correctly generate a set of two objects but not a 
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set of three. A three-knower can correctly generate a set of 

three objects but not a set of four.  

How do young children learn that “three” refers to a set of 

three things regardless of what those things are? Several 

studies have investigated how to aid this inference by 

showing children examples of sets labelled with a number 

word and applying a “count and label” procedure to highlight 

the meaning of number words as the last word of a count (e.g., 

one two three, THREE flowers). Despite extensive training 

that spans across multiple sessions, these studies tend to show 

that training children on the meaning of number words larger 

than their knower-level is difficult (e.g., Carey et al., 2017; 

Gibson et al., 2019; Huang et al., 2010; Mix, et al., 2012; 

O’Rear & McNeil, 2019). Exposing children to number 

contrasts as part of the training procedure (e.g., contrasting 

the trained number with a number less than that) also showed 

limited success (Gibson et al., 2019; Huang et al., 2010). For 

example, Gibson et al. (2019) found only approximately 35% 

of children improved their knower-level after four training 

sessions that included enriched number talk with number 

contrasts and counting training. 

Theoretically, learning the meaning of small numbers is 

likely a distinct process from learning the meaning of 

counting (Barner, 2017; Carey & Barner, 2019). That is, 

training subset-knowers on the cardinal meaning of counting 

may involve a different process than training them on the 

meaning of  individual number words. The former may 

involve training that highlight the counting procedures, 

whereas the latter may involve training that highlights set size 

as the reference of number words.  

On the assumption that attending to set size – an abstract 

relational concept – is one challenge facing children learning 

number words, we hypothesize that number word learning 

may be facilitated if children are presented with examples of 

sets that shift their focus towards set size. For example, 

comparing a set of three red chairs with a set of three blue 

pencils highlights the common relational structure, namely 

that both are sets of three, irrespective of different properties 

of the individual objects in the sets. This contrasts with the 

training strategy in which a set of three is counted and 

labelled, with the last word emphasized. Previous studies 

tend to focus on counting as part of the training protocol. In 

this study, we tested whether highlighting set size by 

contrasting sets of different objects can help children learn 

number word meanings. 

To do this, we adapted and improved upon a training 

paradigm previously used with subset-knowers (Huang et al., 

2010). In the previous study, subset-knowers were presented 

with pairs of sets that contrast the trained number set with 

another set that differs only in set size (e.g., showing a two-

knower cards depicting sets of identical looking dogs, one 

card with three dogs labeled as “three dogs” alongside 

another card with five dogs labeled as “not three dogs”) 

(Huang et al., 2010). The training highlighted the reference 

of number word by showing negative evidence (i.e., cases in 

which the number word “three” did not apply vs. cases in 

which the label did apply). Using this paradigm, researchers 

found that children learned “three” in the context of trained 

examples but not to new examples (e.g., knowing how 

“three” applies to a set of dogs, but not how it applies to 

sheep). Even those children who successfully learned that 

number words can be used to refer to new examples only 

learned the approximate meaning of number words (e.g., 

“three” refers to a set of roughly 3 to 5 items) (see also 

Slusser, Stoop, Lo & Shusterman, 2017 and Posid & Cordes, 

2018 for replications). These results suggest that subset-

knowers can learn number word meanings from being shown 

contrasting sets, but children did not generalize it to sets 

outside of training and they did not learn the exact meaning 

of number words. In the current study, we improved upon this 

paradigm by providing examples that highlight a common 

relational structure between sets and support children in 

attending to set sizeas the reference of number words.  

Current Study 

Our goal was to test whether providing examples that 

highlight a common relational structure between sets can help 

young children learn the meaning of the first numbers. We 

focused on children who are just learning small number word 

meanings, i.e., subset-knowers, and trained them on the next 

number word (e.g., two-knowers on “three”) in two between-

subject conditions. In the experimental training condition, we 

showed children sets with varying object properties to 

highlight a common relational structure between sets (e.g., 

three yellow stars and three red hearts) and also set size 

contrasts (e.g., three yellow stars and four yellow stars) In the 

control training condition, comparisons and contrasts 

included only examples of sets with identical object 

properties (e.g., two sets of three yellow stars with different 

spatial arrangement, along with four yellow stars). We 

predicted that examples that highlight a common relational 

structure between sets may help subset-knowers infer that 

number words referred to set size independent of object 

properties. Therefore, subset-knowers who learned the next 

number from the experimental training should perform better 

than those who learned from a control training when asked to 

pick out the trained number from examples of sets. 

Methods 

The study was pre-registered on the Open Science 

Framework: https://osf.io/tafkp. Where deviations from the 

pre-registered protocol were necessary, we provide 

explanations below. All materials and data are available at: 

https://osf.io/w593e/ 

Participants 

Children were recruited from preschools in London, Ontario 

and Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. A total of 149 children 

participated, but only children who were two- or three-

knowers were included in the study, following Huang et al. 

(2010). Children were pseudo-randomly assigned to the 

experimental or control training conditions, to ensure similar 

numbers of children of each knower-level in each training 

condition. Our final sample included 65 children, with 31 in 
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the experimental condition (age in years;months: M = 3;5, SD 

= 0;5, min = 2;7, max = 4;0, 2-knowers: n = 21) and 34 in the 

control condition (age in years;months: M = 3;5, SD = 0;6, 

min = 2;6 , max = 4;3, 2-knowers: n = 25). There were 35 

boys and 30 girls. All children were fluent in English. We 

pre-registered a target sample of 72 children (36 in each 

training condition) based on a power analysis, but data 

collection was terminated early because recruitment 

resources were exhausted.  

Tasks 

Children first completed the Give-a-Number task (Wynn, 

1992) to determine their knower level, and then participated 

in a brief exposure training on the next number word, and 

check trials to assess whether they hadlearned number word 

meanings in the context of trained examples. After this, 

children participated in three post-training tasks in the 

following order: a Two-Alternative-Forced choice task, a 

How Many task and another Give-a-Number task. The Two-

Alternative-Forced choice task was preregistered to be the 

primary outcome measure, similar to Huang et al. (2010). As 

an exploratory measure, we compared children’s knower-

level on the pre vs. post-training Give-a-Number task. The 

data from the How Many task are not reported here.  

 

Coding knower-levels: Give-a-Number Children were 

asked to give a puppet sets of different numbers of objects. 

Children were shown a monkey, giraffe, and tiger puppets 

and asked to choose an animal to play with. They were told 

to give Mr. [animal] different numbers of blocks because he 

wants to play with them. Ten blocks, which were identical in 

size and colour, were arranged in a pile in front of the child. 

For each trial, the experimenter asked, “Can you give Mr. 

[animal] x blocks?” After the child finished putting blocks in 

front of the puppet, the experimenter asked, “Is that x?” If the 

child said no, the experimenter asked, “Can you make it x?”  

Once the child said yes, the experimenter recorded their 

response and moved on to the next trial. We used the titration 

method so the number of objects asked for was adjusted 

based on children’s responses. The experimenter asked for 

the next number if the child gave correctly, or one number 

lower than x if the child gave incorrectly. Children were first 

asked to give two objects to the puppet. The task ended when 

children responded incorrectly twice for any number or when 

they responded correctly twice for the number eight. A child 

was considered a knower of a number if they correctly gave 

that number twice, and failed to give the next number twice. 

Scoring did not consider whether knowers also gave known 

numbers on trials asking for other numbers. Only two- and 

three-knowers were included and were analyzed as a group 

as stated in our pre-registration. 

 

Brief Exposure Training Children were shown examples of 

sets labeled with the trained number word. Two-knowers 

were trained on the number word “three” and three-knowers 

were trained on “four”. In the following sections, we refer to 

the trained number word as n, meaning that n-1 is the child’s 

knower level.  In each training trial, children saw three 

example sets that were presented sequentially: a set of n 

objects, another set of n objects as a comparison and a set of 

not-n objects as a contrast. Four types of objects were used in 

the example sets: yellow stars, red hearts, green flowers, and 

blue clouds. We designed two training conditions: an 

experimental training designed to support inference about set 

size by highlighting a common relational structure and a 

control training. In both the experimental and control 

conditions, the initial set of n objects and the set of not-n 

objects that was used as a contrast contained the same objects. 

The only difference between the two conditions was that the 

set of n objects that was used as a comparison contained 

different objects (Figure 1B) in the experimental condition 

but the same objects in the control condition (Figure 1A). 

Thus, in the control training, the same objects were used in 

all three example sets.  

The training was presented on a tablet held by the 

experimenter and children were offered a puppet to hold 

during the training. They were told that the puppet wanted 

their help to learn numbers. There were three blocks of 

training, with four training trials in each block that presented 

examples of sets of n for each of the four objects. There was 

a total of 12 training trials. The same trial structure was used 

for both the experimental and control training (Figure 1). In 

each trial the three example sets were presented in the 

following way: 

1. Example: A set of the trained number n depicting 

one of the four possible objects (e.g. yellow stars) appeared 

in the middle of the screen and remained on the screen 

throughout the trial. The experimenter labeled the example 

set: “Look, [object]! There are [n]!” 

2.     Comparison: Another set of the trained number n 

appeared either to the left or the right of the first example set 

remained on the screen. The side was counterbalanced across 

trials. The experimenter said: “Look, [object]! This is also 

[n]!”  

3.     Contrast: A final set which did not depict the trained 

number n appeared on the other side of the screen. Across 

trials, it was counterbalanced whether this contrasting set 

depicted n-1, n+1, or 2n. The experimenter said: “Look, 

[object]! There are not [n]!” 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Example sets and training procedure in a single trial 

for A) Control Training and B) Experimental Training.  
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Training Check Immediately following the training, 

children completed four trials to check whether they were 

able to select sets containing n among the trained examples. 

On each trial, children were shown two sets of the objects 

used in the training and asked to select the set that contained 

the trained number (“Look, [object]! Which picture has [n]? 

Point to the picture that has [n]!”). The distractor sets 

contained n-1, n+1, 2n, n-1 objects. We preregistered to 

include children who correctly responded to at least three out 

of four training check trials.  

 

Two-Alternative-Forced-Choice (2AFC) Similar to the 

training check trials, children were shown two sets and asked 

to select the set that contained the trained number n: “Look, 

[object]! Which picture has [n]? Point to the picture that has 

[n]!”. The distractor sets depicted n-1, n+1 or 2n. There were 

two trials for n vs. n-1 and three trials each for n vs. n+1 and 

n vs. 2n, for a total of eight trials. The sets did not contain the 

same objects as in the training. Half of the trials presented 

sets with familiar objects that belong to the same kind as the 

objects in the training but were not identical (e.g., yellow 

stars that had a different texture and shading than the yellow 

stars used in training). The other half of the trials presented 

sets of novel objects children had not seen during training 

(grey pebbles, pink bows, turquoise buttons, purple crayons). 

The order of trials was randomized.  

 

Give-a-Number The task instructions were the same as 

described above, but a fixed trial list was used instead of the 

titration method. Children were again asked to give objects to 

a puppet. They were asked to give n items three times, n +1 

items twice and, n-1 items twice for a total of eight trials. We 

used this task in our exploratory analysis and coded children 

who gave the trained number n correctly at least two out of 

three times as having advanced their knowledge of the 

meaning of the trained number word. Out of the full sample 

of 65 children, 13 children did not complete this post-training 

Give-a-Number task due to fatigue or interruption of the 

testing session.   

Results 

Preliminary Analyses: Training check & Inclusion 

The pre-registered inclusion criterion was for a child to 

answer at least three out of four trials correctly on the training 

check trials. Average performance on these trials was lower 

than expected, and only a small subsample of children 

reached the inclusion criterion (N = 25 out of 65). To increase 

statistical power, we also conducted the main analysis on the 

full sample of children and conducted all exploratory 

analyses on the full sample. On average, the full sample 

performed significantly above chance on the training check 

trials, M = 61.5%, SD = 25.4%, t(64) = 3.66, p < .001. We 

reported all preregistered main analyses for the sample based 

on the pre-registered inclusion and additionally for the full 

sample. We combined two- and three-knowers in all our 

analyses. 

Confirmatory Analyses: Experimental training vs. 

control training on 2AFC accuracy 

Our main question was whether children who received the 

experimental training performed better than those who 

received the control training when asked to pick out the 

trained number in a 2AFC Task. Figure 2 presents children’s 

average accuracy on the 2AFC Task by training conditions. 

For the subsample that met the pre-registered inclusion, 

children who received the experimental training (N = 15, M 

= 70.0%, SD = 19.4%) had higher accuracy than those who 

received the control training (N = 10, M = 61.3%, SD = 

23.2%), but this difference was not statistically significant, 

t(23) = 1.024, p = .158, d = .482, BF10 = .876. For the full 

sample, children who received the experimental training (N = 

31, M = 59.3%, SD = 21.2%) had a higher accuracy than those 

who received the control training (N = 34, M = 49.3%, SD = 

20.4%), and this difference was statistically significant, t(63) 

= 1.941, p = .028, d = .482, BF10 = 2.363. 

 

 

Figure 2: Children’s performance on the Two-Alternative-

Forced-Choice task compared between training conditions. 

Left: pre-registered inclusion after removing children who 

did not pass the check trials, right: full sample without 

removing children who did not pass the check trials. Black 

points and error bars represent Mean and 95% Confidence 

Interval 

Exploratory Analyses 

Exploratory analyses were conducted on the full sample only. 

We first tested whether children learned that the trained 

number refers to exactly n on the 2AFC Task. If the 

experimental training facilitated children’s learning that n 

refers to exactly n and not approximately n, we would expect 

significantly better performance on the n vs. n+1 trials 

relative to the control condition. We conducted an 

independent samples t-test comparing the two conditions 

specifically on the n vs. n+1 trials. We did not find support 

for this prediction. In the full sample, children who received 

the experimental training (N = 31, M = 55.9%, SD = 32.6) did 

not perform significantly better than those who received the 
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control training (N = 34, M = 43.1%, SD = 30.2%), t(63) = 

1.640, p = .053, d = .407, BF10 = 1.467.  

In a second exploratory analysis, we tested whether 

children’s success at picking out the trained number was 

mainly driven by accuracy on sets familiar from the training. 

We found no evidence for a difference in accuracy between 

trials with novel or familiar sets in either training condition 

(main effect of set type: F (1,63) = 0.119, p = .731, BF10 = 

0.193; interaction between set type and training condition, F 

(1, 63) = 0.549, p = .461, BF10 = 0.347).  

Finally, we tested whether children in the two training 

conditions had learned the meaning of the next number word 

by analyzing whether they advanced their knower-level on 

the Give-a-Number task. Out of the full sample, 52 children 

completed the post-training Give-a-Number task. Over half 

of the children who received the experimental training (N = 

15/27, 56%) gave the trained number correctly at least in two 

out of three trials, compared to only about a third of the 

children who received the control training (N = 8/25, 32%). 

This difference was not statistically significant, x2 = 2.920, p 

= .087, BF10 = 1.373. 

Discussion 

In this study, we investigated how children learn the meaning 

of number words from examples of sets. Previous studies 

looking into early number learning from examples have 

aimed to investigate the role of domain-specific mechanisms 

such as counting (e.g., Carey et al., 2017; Mix, 2012; O’Rear 

& McNeil, 2019; Posid & Cordes, 2018). In the current study, 

we tested whether examples that highlight a common 

relational structure between sets can facilitate subset 

knowers’ learning of the next number. Critically, unlike 

previous studies, we designed an experimental training 

paradigm that included different examples of sets that can be 

labelled by the same number word (e.g., three yellow stars 

and three red hearts), in addition to sets of different set size 

but otherwise had the same objects (e.g., three yellow stars 

and four yellow stars). We did not find evidence for a training 

effect in the pre-registered analysis that included children 

who passed the training check. We did find a difference in 

training conditions in the full sample, when we dropped the 

preregistered inclusion criterion. These findings suggest that 

the training effect is likely small, but not negligible. 

We discuss the largely null results from the current study 

in the broader literature in two ways. First, the experimental 

approach to comparing training conditions in number word 

learning has largely yielded non-significant effects in the 

literature. In two of the published studies, there was no main 

effect of training condition on children’s performance on the 

Give-a-Number Task (Gibson et al., 2019; O’Rear & McNeil, 

2019; Tillman et al., 2018). These null findings for a main 

effect of number word training suggest that effects of training 
may be best interpreted in terms of children’s ability to 

respond to training. For instance, it is possible that the 

children who benefit most from training are those who 

already have partial knowledge of the trained number or the 

counting principles (Bale & Barner, 2009; O’Rear, et al., 

2020). Other published work on this topic examines 

mediators when analyzing the effect of training on children’s 

number knowledge, including children’s number gestures 

and set labelling abilities. Our study adds to this growing 

body of number word training studies and echoes a need to 

examine individual differences. Second, despite inconclusive 

statistical evidence for differences between training 

conditions on the primary outcome (the 2AFC Task) or the 

exploratory outcome (pre vs. post-training Give-a-Number 

Task), our data show that it is possible to train children on the 

meaning of the next number through a brief exposure that 

only lasted a few minutes. We found that half of the sample 

in the experimental group had improved their knower-level, 

and this is at a rate that is higher than other published work 

on this topic (e.g., see Gibson et al., 2019; Tillman et al., 

2018). This is also at a rate that is higher than expected if 

children were simply tested twice on the Give-a-Number 

Task. That is, knower-level differences could reflect 

measurement error of the task, but we found evidence against 

this (see Cheung et al., 2024, preprint, for details).Thus, 

compared to previous training studies that had multiple 

sessions with manipulatives that had limited success in 

improving children’s number knowledge, our study shows 

that a simple picture-based comparison could be a fruitful 

avenue for further research. Increasing the intensity of the 

training or providing feedback on check trials may increase 

the effect size. 

One unexpected finding from the current study was the 

poor performance on the training check trials. The current 

study was adapted from Huang et al. (2011)’s study, who 

reported that most children passed the training check trials. 

The critical difference, however, is that our study embeds two 

comparisons within a trial, rather than one. That is, in our 

study design, on each trial, children were show, for example, 

two trained number sets, and then a different number set (e.g., 

three yellow stars to three red hearts, and then to four yellow 

stars). This trial structure is likely more taxing for children’s 

attention than showing children a contrast between the 

trained number set and a different number set (“this card has 

three birds” “this card does not have three birds”, Huang et 

al. 2011). Our motivation for including this training check 

trials was based on an interest in testing whether children 

could generalize from training. Success on novel trials was 

expected if children were able to learn from training trials. 

However, as pointed out by a reviewer, performance on 

training check trials may serve as a marker of the training, 

control or experimental, being successful. We did observe 

that children were more likely to pass the training check trials 

in the experimental condition (66%) than in the control 

condition (57%). We did a post-hoc comparison and found 

that this difference was not significant (t(63) = 1.4, p = .17). 

We also recently replicated this pattern of poor performance 

on check trials in a group of Singaporean preschoolers (N = 

31) who completed training similar to the experimental 

condition in the current study but with fewer training trials 

(Mean on training check = 55%). These results suggest that 

future studies may need to modify the tripartite trial structure 
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to improve children’s attention and learning from the training 

stimuli. 

Our study is in line with the broader literature on 

analogical reasoning. We argue that number word learning 

may be facilitated if we draw on mechanisms that children 

use to learn other abstract relational concepts (Gentner, 1983; 

Gentner & Markman 1997; Gentner, 2010). Learning of 

words that refer to other abstract relational concepts such as 

‘triangle’, ‘two-thirds’ or ‘increasing’ are supported if 

examples enable structural alignment (Christie & Gentner, 

2010; Ham & Gunderson, 2019; Smith et al, 2014). Structural 

alignment is a mechanism of cognitive inference that is 

enabled if examples fulfill two functions: 1) Highlighting a 

common relational structure and 2) Highlighting alignable 

differences (Christie & Gentner, 2010; Gentner, 2010; 

Gentner & Asmuth, 2019; Gentner & Christie, 2010; 

Kotovsky & Gentner, 1996).  These two functions may be 

fulfilled when examples allow children to both compare and 

contrast the meaning of a to-be-learned word (Waxman & 

Klibanoff, 2000). To highlight a common relational structure, 

comparisons should vary across any properties irrelevant to 

the word; to highlight alignable differences, contrasts should 

only vary in properties relevant to the word (e.g. Namy & 

Gentner, 1999; Namy & Clepper, 2010; Smith et al., 2014). 

In the case of number word learning, comparing a set of three 

red chairs with a set of three blue pencils highlights the 

common relational structure, namely that both are sets of 

three, irrespective of different properties of the individual 

objectsin the sets. Additionally, contrasting three red chairs 

with four red chairs highlights alignable differences, namely 

that despite having identical objects, they are not both sets of 

three. Children may have been limited in their learning of 

number words in previous studies, because examples did not 

provide both such comparisons and contrasts and therefore 

did not enable inference via structural alignment. Although 

we did not find strong support for our training condition, we 

speculate that structural alignment likely explains the 

mechanism underlying number word learning in our study. 

This tentatively suggests that domain-general learning may 

play a role in early learning about number word meanings.  

We began the study with the assumption that learning the 

meaning of number word as denoting property of a set, 

namely the set size, explains why number word learning is 

hard. The weak effect observed in the current study (a 

significant effect in one of two analyses) suggests that there 

are likely other factors that explain children’s difficulty in 

learning number word meanings. Understanding why number 

words are hard to grasp is an important question for further 

research. How much of number word learning depends on 

age-related conceptual development, the amount of number 

input, and learners’ ability to attend to or evaluate relevant 

information for number word meaning? These factors are not 

mutually exclusive, and it is likely that multiple factors are at 

play and complement each other in the learning process. 
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